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On hearing
the name
North RhineWestphalia,
your first
thought
might be
North Rhine Where and
What? This colourful region of
western Germany, bordering
the Netherlands and Belgium,
is perhaps better known by
its iconic cities; Cologne,
Düsseldorf, Bonn. But North
Rhine-Westphalia has far more
to offer than a smattering of
famous names, including over
900 museums, thousands of
kilometres of cycleways and
a calendar of exciting events
lined up for the coming year.
Over the next few pages
we offer just a handful of the
many reasons you should visit
in 2019. And with direct flights
across the UK taking less than
90 minutes, it’s the perfect
destination to slip away to on
a Friday and still be back in time
for your Monday commute.

Olivia Lee
Editor
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DID YOU
KNOW?

Despite being landlocked,
North Rhine-Westphalia
has over 1,500km of
rivers, 360km of canals
and more than 200
lakes. ‘Father Rhine’
weaves 226km through
the state, from Bad
Honnef in the south to
Kleve in the north.
More than a quarter of
the state is made up of 12
wildlife parks, covering
10,000 square metres.

North Rhine-Westphalia, located in the west of Germany,
is a region of exciting contrasts. You might find yourself
exploring castles along the Rhine one moment then
hiking in the hills of the Bergisches Land the next.
As Germany’s most populous state (with almost 18
million inhabitants), it has something for any visitor: from
ski slopes and UNESCO-listed sites, to woodland trails and
a huge network of cycling routes. Add to this a thrilling
cultural scene, with concerts and exhibitions year round,
and you have a destination perfect for a short break.
And getting around couldn’t be easier: the excellent
public transport network means you can reach even the
most remote regions by bus, rail, or even an upside-down
train. Read on to discover the 10 reasons you should visit
North Rhine-Westphalia in 2019…
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North Rhine-Westphalia
has more professional
football teams than any
other German state.
The borders of the
Netherlands, Belgium
and Germany (in North
Rhine-Westphalia) meet
on a tall hill just south of
Aachen, at the so-called
‘Dreiländereck’ or ‘Three
Country Corner’.

Dominik Ketz; Tourismus NRW e.V.

Introducing North
Rhine-Westphalia

The state of North
Rhine-Westphalia was
established by the British
Military Government on
August 23, 1946, under
the code name ‘Operation
Marriage’ (as two parts
of former Prussian
provinces were ‘married’).

10

reasons

you should visit

North Rhine-Westphalia
in 2019

can explore
1lairYou
Charlemagne’s
in Aachen

Aachen — the westernmost city of North
Rhine-Westphalia — is one of the most
historically important regions in Germany:
the place where Emperor Charlemagne (the
Holy Roman Emperor in the ninth century)
built his cathedral. The Aachener Dom, or
Aachen Cathedral, is one of the oldest in

Europe. Charlemagne was buried here in
814, and the cathedral still maintains his
marble throne. It became the first UNESCO
World Heritage site in Germany, housing
a fascinating mix of Roman and Gothic
elements, including enormous colourful
stained glass windows. If that’s not enough
of a reason to visit, Aachen itself is a vibrant,
cosmopolitan city with a lovely old town and
natural thermal springs where you can bathe.

sports in
2 Winter
the Sauerland

Winter sports may not naturally spring to
mind when thinking of western Germany, but
the Sauerland region has some of the best
mountain scenery north of the Alps. Around
the small town of Winterberg (literally ‘Winter
Mountain’), you’ll find an impressive array of
tracks and slopes where you can try activities
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like bobsleigh, luge, cross-country and slope
skiing. The winter sport scene in this region
is so dynamic it’s no surprise it hosts world
cup events: in Willingen in February 2019, the
Mühlenkopfschanze ski jump — the largest
ski jumping hill of its kind in the world — will
be holding the FIS Ski Jumping World Cup;
and in March, Winterberg will host the FIS
Snowboard World Cup.

NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA

along the Rhine with
3 Cycling
RadRegionRheinland

Anna Schwartz; Dominik Ketz; Wintersport-Arena Sauerland Siegerland-Wittgenstein e.V.

North Rhine-Westphalia has over 14,000km of marked
cycle routes. The trails around Cologne and Bonn fall into
the colourful ‘RadRegionRheinland’ area, with specific
cycling maps you can follow so you don’t get lost.
As you zip along the Rhine, there are lots of places to
explore, including Drachenfels hill in Königswinter, where
legend has it a dragon was slayed (hence the name
‘Dragon’s Rock’); and the impressively grand palaces of
Augustusburg and Falkenlust near Brühl. You can even
combine a bike trip down the Rhine with a scenic boat
ride: ferries on both banks will zig-zag you back and forth
across the water with your bike.

Three cities
4
in one: The
Bergische Drei

The ‘Bergische Three’ are a
dynamic trio of neighbouring
cities that grew during the
industrial revolution in the
Bergisches Land. All three
— Remscheid, Solingen and
Wuppertal — have preserved
their industrial heritage, with
sites like the Klingenmuseum
(Blade Museum), the German
Roentgen Radiation Museum,
and the fascinating ‘upsidedown’ railway of Wuppertal.
The Schwebebahn, as the
railway is named, is the world’s
oldest suspension railway,
built in 1903 along the Wupper
river. Though it is still in use
as a commuter train, you can
take a ride in Kaiser Wilhelm II’s
iconic imperial carriage — the
Kaiserwagen — where you
can sip coffee and eat cake
in style as you float above the
picturesque river valley.
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historic
5 The
region of Eifel

The Eifel region is an area of
wooded hills, twisting rivers
and quaint villages, home to
the Eifel National Park. You
can explore the park on the
dedicated 86km trail, which
loops past the Ordensburg
Vogelsang, a former Nazi
training camp that now
houses a museum.
For an area with a lighter
history, visit the lovely 18thcentury town of Monschau.
It has around 300 beautiful
half-timbered houses, as well
as cobblestoned streets dotted
with cosy pubs and cafés that
welcome day trippers and
hikers all year round.

and hiking in the
6 Hills
Bergisches Land

On the doorstep of Cologne, the rolling
hills and silver streams of the Bergisches
Land feel as if they were purpose-built
for hiking. There are plenty of longdistance trails, including the 246km
Bergischer Panoramasteig, or Bergisch
Panorama Trail, which traces a circular
route around the region.
Walkers can also enjoy the many
reservoirs — the Bergisches Land has
the highest concentration in Europe.
The region is not just famous for natural
beauty though: the largest church
window north of the Alps is found here,
in the picturesque Altenberger Dom
cathedral. The surrounding historic town
of Altenberg makes for a great spot to
recover from a long walk in one of the
many quaint restaurants.
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Peter Wieler; René Achenbach; Tourismus NRW e.V.; vennbahn.eu

Bacchanalia on
7
the Rhine in the
Niederrhein

There was a time when the
Rhine acted as the border
of the Roman Empire, which
meant the region of Niederrhein
(Lower Rhine) fell under Caesar’s
domain. In the Archaeological
Park in Xanten — once one of
the most important Roman sites
in Germania — this history is
brought to life through temples,
baths and an arena originally
used during feast days.
For more contemporary
bacchanalia, the area is also
home to the Haldenzauber
lights festival, which runs from
November to January in the
former coal mining site of
Millicher Halde. You can wander
along a magical trail, where
interactive figures and light
sculptures twinkle in the night.
Food trucks will also be onsite
offering an authentic taste
of Germany.

and Bach in
8 Bisons
Siegen-Wittgenstein

Siegen-Wittgenstein is the most wooded district in
Germany — over 70% of the region is hidden under a
canopy of fairy-tale forest. Twelve hiking trails criss-cross
through the trees, where walkers have a chance to spot
one of the only wild bison herds in Europe. But this is not
the region’s only lure: once you emerge from the forest,
the area offers a dynamic cultural calendar. At the June
KulturPur festival, acts play to a 50,000-strong audience
on grassy Ginsberger Heide heath, while in Bad
Berleburg, the July International Music Festival hosts
classical concerts against the baroque Corps de Logis
of the local castle.
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and Christo
9 Coal
in the Ruhrgebiet

Since the 19th century, the Ruhrgebiet, or Ruhr
area, has been one of Germany’s main coal
mining and steel production areas. Though the
skyline is dominated by tall blast furnaces and
mining towers, many of the pits have now closed
in a cultural rejuvenation attempt.
Today the region has over 200 museums
and 100 centres of culture, including the
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord — a park in
a former steel plant that lights up the night’s
sky. There’s also the Gasometer Oberhausen, a
gas-holder-turned-exhibition-space, which has
hosted many large-scale events — most notably
artist Christo’s ‘Big Air Package’ installation.

Cathedrals,
10
castles and
steel monsters

North Rhine-Westphalia has five
UNESCO World Heritage sites.
There’s the Gothic Cologne
Cathedral, built between
1248 and 1880, and the even
older Aachen Cathedral, dating
back to 790. Two palaces in
Brühl – Augustusburg (pictured)
and Falkenlust – were added for
being ideal German examples
of the highly ornamental late
Baroque style.
There’s also the impressive
former mine of Zeche Zollverein
in Essen: an enormous metallic
structure that wouldn’t go
amiss in a Blade Runner movie.
The latest addition to the
UNESCO list is Corvey Castle in
Höxter — a former Benedictine
abbey considered one of the
most important monastic
buildings in medieval Germany.
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North
RhineWestphalia
Footnotes
Need to know

When to go: All year round
Languages: The main
language understood and
spoken by nearly everybody
is German, but most people
do have at least basic
English skills. On the border
region, many people will also
speak French and/or Dutch.
Currency: Euro
Time: GMT+1
Visas: Not required by EU
residents

Dominik Ketz; Horst Gummersbach; Ruhr Tourismus GmbH, Jochen Schlutius

Getting there

By air: The main airports
are Düsseldorf — Germany’s
third largest airport — and
Cologne/Bonn. Germany’s
largest airport, Frankfurt, is
connected to Cologne via
a high-speed rail service
in less than an hour. There
are also smaller airports
like Dortmund or Weeze/
Niederrhein, mainly serviced
by budget airlines.
By train: The major cities in
North Rhine-Westphalia all
have high-speed train links
with Germany and Europe.
Cologne can be reached
from London in four hours
via Brussels. There are also
almost hourly connections
from Düsseldorf, Cologne
and the Ruhr area to

Impressive views

The fairy tale castle
of Schloss
Drachenburg
overlooks the
winding Rhine river

Amsterdam, Brussels and
Paris, as well as all other
major German cities,
including Berlin, Hamburg
and Munich.
By road: There is a veritable
network of long-distance
buses connecting North
Rhine-Westphalia with
almost every other part of
Germany. Hiring a car is also
a good way to get there,
with the state’s major cities
all connecting to the main
autobahns, or highways, that
run through the country.

Getting around

Public transport is excellent
throughout the state.
Thanks to a unified ticketing
system in most areas, you
can go door-to-door with
a single ticket on local,
regional and express trains
(no high-speed trains), light
rail systems, trams and
buses. Most regions also
offer rambler tickets for
24, 48 or 72 hours, often in
combination with city cards
offering access to museums
and exhibitions.
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1

2

3

4

YOUR PERFECT CITY BREAK.
YOUR NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA.
From vibrant metropolises on the Rhine to historical and romantic cities – North
Rhine-Westphalia offers endless enticement for city sightseers. Here you can admire
wonders of modern architecture, shop to your heart’s content or stroll through lively old
towns. Go wherever your curiosity takes you and discover the cosmopolitan atmosphere
of our vibrant and distinctive cities.

#VISITNRW
CO-FUNDED BY:
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